
Itinerary:

Day 1: arriving at IKA Tehran, transfer to hotel.

Day 2: Start the visits by nature) bridge (Tabiaat pole),saad abaad palace,lunch in Iranian
restaurant,mausoleum of Saleh ,Tajrish bazzar,dinner.night at hotel .

Day 3: check out, national museum or another museum, golestan palace, lunch in Iranian
restaurant, old and traditional bazaar of Tehran go to air port for reaching flight of Shiraz.

Day 4: visiting city of Shiraz, orange garden (Narenjestan garden), Nassir mosque (pink
mosque),jahan_nama garden ,lunch in traditional restaurant  ,mausoleum of
Hafez,mausoleum of Shah cheragh ,bazaar.dinner in traditional house garden restaurant

,night at hotel.

Day5: depart city for visiting site Persepolis
classified in UNESCO, dated back to 5 century B.C,
site of Naghshe rostam,lunch ,get back to shiraz
,night at hotel in chiraz



Day 6: check out take a road toward yazd in the way visit nomads and being in their tent
,lunch ,tombe of cyrus fondature of empire of Persia ,night at yazd traditional hotel in yazd.

Day 7 :in yazd we visit fire temple and silent towerof zoroasterian , wind tower and
amirchakhmagh sq dated back to 15 th century ,principal mosque of yazd ,night at hotel .

Day 8:check out toward Isfahan ,in arriving ,Armenian area,cathedral vank ,being with local,
Iranian people ,sio se pol and khajoo bridges ,night at hotel.

Day 9:visiting the city ,royal palace ,imam mosque ,sheikh lotfolah mosque ,chehel sotoun
palace,lunch ,traditional bazaar,night at hotel

Day 10:depart Isfahan for going to kashan, before kashan we arrive to abyaneh village
(UNESCO village) ,lunch local food ,kashan , broujerdi ,agha bozorg mosque ,night in boutic
hotel in kashan.

Day 11:departure toward qom ,visit shirine of qom and going toward air port for departure .



Note:

All below items are include:

-Hotels

-lunch

-dinner

-Ticket from Tehran to Shiraz.

-tourguide

-driver and private comfortable car

-visites

-interance of visites

-security certification

Hotels will be 4 and boutic hotels *.


